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Abstract

Objective: To assess the effectiveness of daily outpatient alcohol detoxification in an Irish public psychiatric hospital.

Method: The outpatient records of patients presenting to the Assessment Unit of St Brendan’s Hospital in one year (August 2004-July 2005) with symptoms of Alcohol Dependence Syndrome (ADS) and commencing daily outpatient detoxification were examined retrospectively for parameters relevant to the objectives of the study. The results were compiled and analysed using descriptive statistics.

Results: Forty patients underwent outpatient alcohol detoxification in one year and complete records were available for 32 patients (80%). Twenty patients had fixed addresses in the hospital catchment areas, eight patients had no fixed addresses and the remaining four patients had addresses outside the catchment areas. Seven patients (22%) presented with a co-morbid psychiatric condition including depression (four patients), anxiety disorder (two patients) and personality disorder (one patient). All seven patients were known to psychiatric sector services. Of the 32 patients commencing detoxification, 28 patients (87.5%) attended on the second day whilst 22 patients (69%) attended their third day’s appointment. Only 17 patients (53%) completed the outpatient detoxification. Thirteen patients (40.6%) received at least two outpatient detoxifications during the year; of whom seven patients (58%) received their second detoxification within two months of the first one. The record of 20 patients (62.5%) showed that they had received advice regarding self-referral to counselling services.

Conclusion: A high proportion of patients (47%) presenting with symptoms of ADS did not complete daily outpatient detoxifications. A high proportion of all patients (40.6%) also underwent multiple outpatient detoxifications during the year. It is possible that the separation between alcohol detoxification and alcohol counselling services in Ireland contributed to these disappointing results.
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Introduction

St Brendan’s Hospital is a psychiatric hospital in Dublin established over 200 years ago. It provides acute admission beds for the catchment areas of Cabra and Finglas with a combined population of about 84,000. It also provides psychiatric services for the homeless population in the central Dublin area and also special care/intensive care services for the greater Dublin area with a population of 1.3 million. St Brendan’s Hospital also frequently provides services to people living outside the catchment areas. These people are often referred to as non-district patients. In the 1960s the hospital had an inpatient population of over 2,000 patients. This number has progressively declined over time to a current inpatient population of 120 patients. With the decision by the Health Service Executive to close down the hospital to new admissions in the very near future, this number is expected to fall further.

The hospital treats a wide variety of cases ranging from schizophrenia to depression, personality disorder and neurotic disorders, but of significance to this study is the large number patients (40 patients in one year) treated for ADS in the hospital as outpatients.

According to the Second Report of the Strategic Task Force on Alcohol (STFA), Ireland’s alcohol related problems continue to increase and in 2003 cost the society in excess of €2.65 billion. The report states that the Irish are amongst the highest consumers of alcohol in Europe, with a consumption rate of 13.5l of pure alcohol per adult in 2003. It indicates that alcohol related mortality increased in line with the increase in alcohol consumption between 1992 and 2002, in particular alcohol specific chronic conditions, eg. dependency, abuse and psychosis (+61%) and acute conditions, eg. alcohol poisoning (+90%).

Globally, the lifetime prevalence of alcohol problems is thought to be between 13.7% and 25.5%, indicating that these problems are common in ambulatory patients. In the US for example, more than 700,000 people receive treatment for alcohol dependence on any given day. Detoxification from alcohol can be undertaken in ambulatory settings with patients who are alcohol-dependent and show signs of mild to moderate withdrawal when they are not drinking. An appropriate candidate for outpatient detoxifica-
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tion should have arrangements to start an alcohol treatment programme and a responsible support person who can monitor progress, and should not have significant, acute, co-morbid conditions or risk factors for severe withdrawal.4

Screening to detect problem drinking is recommended in all adult and adolescent patients.5 Direct questions about the quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption (to detect hazardous drinkers) and the four-item CAGE questionnaire (to detect dependent drinkers) appear to be the most popular tools to evaluate patterns of alcohol use.6,7

The American Society of Addiction Medicines list three immediate goals of detoxification of alcohol and other substances:

- “To provide a safe withdrawal from the drug(s) of dependence and to enable the patient to become drug-free”
- “To provide a withdrawal that is humane and thus protect the patients dignity”
- “To prepare the patient for ongoing treatment of his or her dependence on alcohol or other drugs.”

Detoxification manages the signs and symptoms of withdrawal and rehabilitation is intended to help the patient avoid future problems with alcohol.9

In practice, in most Irish public healthcare systems, alcohol detoxification services are decoupled from alcohol counselling services and patients usually have to self-refer to counselling services following detoxification. There is usually a waiting list of one to six weeks and some times longer between self-referral and engagement on a counselling programme.

Given the above, the aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of outpatient alcohol detoxifications as is currently organised in an Irish public psychiatric hospital.

Methodology
Fifty patients who presented to the assessment unit of St Brendan’s Hospital with symptoms of ADS and commenced daily outpatient detoxification between the August 1, 2004 and July 31, 2005 were selected for the study.

Names of eligible patients were identified from the outpatient daily records book. Their outpatient charts were examined retrospectively to assess parameters relevant to the objectives of the study, including demographic and clinical data, number of days attended, and requirements for further detoxification. Eight of these patients were excluded from the study due to incomplete outpatient records on them.

For patients who were known to psychiatric sector services, follow up was made with the relevant sector headquarters to determine if the patients regularly attended the service. The results were compiled and analysed using descriptive statistics.

Results
Forty patients underwent outpatient alcohol detoxification in one year and complete records were available for 32 patients (80%). Of these 32 patients, 27 (85%) were men and five (15%) were women. The age range was between 31 and 68 years, with the median age being 43 years. Twenty patients had fixed addresses in the hospital catchment areas, eight patients had no fixed address whilst the remaining four patients had addresses outside the catchment areas as shown in percentages in Figure 1.

Seven patients (22%) presented with a co-morbid psychiatric condition including depression (four patients), anxiety disorder (two patients) and personality disorder (one patient). All seven patients were known to psychiatric sector services. For the detoxification, all 32 patients (100%) consented to and commenced daily outpatient detoxification, 28 patients attended on the second day, 22 patients attended their third day’s appointment, and only 17 patients completed the outpatient detoxification as shown in percentages in Figure 2.

Thirteen patients received at least two outpatient detoxifications during the year; of whom seven patients received their second detoxification within two months of the first one as shown in percentages in Figures 3 and 4.

The record of 20 patients (62.5%) showed that they had received advice regarding self-referral to counselling services.

Discussion
Some literature suggests that outpatient detoxification is an effective, safe and low-cost treatment for patients with mild to moderate symptoms of alcohol withdrawal syndrome.10 Patients with serious psychiatric involvement (eg. suicidal ideation), concurrent acute illness, or severe alcohol withdrawal syndrome or those who are at risk of developing delirium...
tremens, are best detoxified in an inpatient setting.11-14 This study indicates that in one year, at least 40 patients received treatment for alcohol dependency as outpatients in the Assessment Unit of St Brendan’s Hospital. A highly significant proportion of these patients received multiple outpatient detoxification during the year, meaning that, the cumulative number of outpatient alcohol detoxification undertaken in the year was very high. This obviously has implications for cost when compared to inpatient detoxification. Consequently, when clinically appropriate, detoxification can be initiated in the ambulatory setting.

The study also revealed that there was a progressive decline in the proportions of patients completing the various phases of the detoxification programme with only as little as 53% actually completing the whole programme. This raises serious questions about the effectiveness of outpatient treatments.

The study found no significant differences in compliance rates between those with fixed addresses and those without. Further more, the 41% of the study population receiving at least two detoxifications within the year casts doubts about the success of earlier detoxifications with their supposed follow up counselling. These results are consistent with the results of a study in the US by Finney et al who found that whilst psychosocial treatments show effectiveness in reducing alcohol consumption and maintaining abstinence, 40%-70% of patients return to drinking within the year following treatment.15 It also compares favourably with the results of studies in Germany by Soyka et al which established that only 55% of sample patients were abstinent and still in outpatient treatment after six months following detoxification.17

Of even greater significance is the fact that as many as 58% of those receiving multiple detoxification actually received the second detoxification within two months of receiving the first one. Several questions arise out of these revelations:

• Do these patients really have the will power and motivation to give up alcohol?
• Is this a benzodiazepine seeking behaviour?
• Should GPs be made responsible for outpatient detoxifications?
• Should outpatient detoxifications and counselling services be provided on the same sites by the addiction treatment services to motivate patients to attend follow-up counselling?

Detoxification does not deal with the psychological issues that cause a person to abuse alcohol. For a successful outcome, people usually have to go through counselling to understand their addiction and change their behaviour.16 The proportion of 62.5% of the study population who were known through records on their charts to have received advice to contact an alcohol counselling service was rather low. This is because, ultimately, the purpose of outpatient detoxification is to facilitate the patient’s entry into an alcohol rehabilitation programme.4

Finally, with 22% of the sample population presenting with a co-morbid psychiatric condition, the most common of which was noted to be depression, it is suggestive that alcohol abuse is prevalent amongst this subgroup of people. However, since data on inpatient detoxifications were not considered in the study, it is not possible to draw definitive conclusions about alcohol dependency in people with a co-morbid psychiatric problem. Such patients may be candidates for inpatient detoxification.19

Conclusion

The numbers involved in the study were too small to allow for a generalisation of the findings, however, the results are significant when viewed against the background of the increase in ADS in Ireland over the years, and the need to develop appropriate strategies for dealing with the problem. A high proportion of patients presenting with symptoms of ADS did not complete daily outpatient detoxifications. A high proportion of all patients also underwent multiple outpatient detoxifications during the year. It is possible that the separation between alcohol detoxification and alcohol counselling services contributed to these disappointing results.

Detoxification of eligible patients in local health centres or general practice surgeries which are well resourced at least to initiate counselling of patients during the assessment stage would probably improve outcomes of outpatient treatments.
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